Live real-time monitoring at all levels
Multi-level dashboards: info analysis
Anytime, Anywhere, Any device
Real-time, multi-plant benchmarking
Staff management
Top-floor to shop-floor integration

About Gotli Labs AG
+ With Gotli Labs, a dedicated organization of business
experts, we focus on the development of innovative new
solutions. We will guide you to move from traditional
heavy duty laundry facilities to Smart Production
Locations.
+

This all based on state-of-art technology
using a secured cloud platform embracing
Industry 4.0. Smart solutions and the
Internet of Things (IoT) are opening up
great new perspectives: The world is
changing, data is the new gold!!!

+

Consolidation of all available data
in one secure software solution;
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Accessible Anytime, Anywhere, Any
place.
+

Showing productivity to the employees
is of course a first step. Supervisors will
use the real time analysis for improving
overall efficiency. Direct interaction with
employees, finding the answer on WHY,
interviewing / questioning employees,
this all is logged in the Shop Floor Blogging
solution.

+

All with one goal: Improve the performance of
all your resources; equipment, staff, utilities and
energy.

Work smarter!

Why choose GLOBE?
+

GLOBE is the most innovative solution for production monitoring that provides real-time information.
Insights in Machine performance (OEE) including idle time and machine downtime will increase your ability
to streamline production and maintenance in order to increase your laundry productivity.

+

With the use of the proven staff scheduling solution, you will prevent over- and understaffing which will
reduce salary cost.

+

GLOBE: The first system within our industry that offers full integration between a Manufacturing Execution
System (MES) and laundry ERP systems.

+

ONE system - ONE solution to why - ONE dedicated organization - ONE version of the truth

How do we make laundries work?
+

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems provide many benefits to Heavy Duty Laundry Industry
organizations. One of the primary business benefits of an ERP system, is that ERP creates order out of
chaos and how do you manage your shop floor processes? That’s where GLOBE comes in!

+

Based on the information from your ERP system you know what you need to produce. GLOBE, the MES
system from Gotli Labs, starts with resource planning followed by time recording per work spot.

+

Time recording at direct productive workspots provides the real time operator performance combined
with relevant machine data. This together with the time recording at indirect workspots and absence will
give the total overview about hours. This data can be used for integration with a payroll system.

+

All your machinery is connected to GLOBE for data collection. This can be done directly from the PLC’s, via
data exchange or with wireless connections. All data is securely stored in a data warehouse within a cloud
based infrastructure.

+

All data about Efficiency, Machine status and Batches presented in a single overview, to
give a complete and up-to-date status of your laundry. This even includes a real time view
on buffers and bottlenecks in order to create an overview at a glance.

+

The same data is used for statistical analysis about production times, throughput
per machine and operator. All measurements are useful for the optimization of
process flows and for benchmarking between all your plants.

+

Analysis are presented at multi-level dashboards; Less reports, more information:
One single version of the truth!
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Product information

Flow

Receiving
Soil sort

Create batches (weight, customer,
category)
Buffers & Batches
Energy /
water consumption
Batches and lbs/kg
washed (per CBW)

What GLOBE records

Batches dried
(per dryer)
Pieces
Batches /
Customers processed
Scanning Tags
Operator /
Employee hours
Operator efficiency
Running hours
machine
Stop / Standby /
Faults per machine
Scanning containers
(route and customer)
Weighing containers

Washroom
Washing

Drying

Flatwork
Ironers

Machine fold

Garments
Manual fold

Hanging
stations

Tunnel
finishers

Presses

Machine fold

Manual fold

Packing

Transport

Dispatch

Shipping

Staff
Labor is a high percentage of your cost: how
to optimize?
+

Staff scheduling supported at shift
level and based on contractual
availability of your employees. At the
moment that employees enter the
facility they are immediately informed
where to go.

+

GLOBE will provide immediate insight
about who is where, who is missing:
the direct answer in regards to overand understaffing.

Production and Logistics
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Measuring the Overall Equipment Effectiveness / Performance of all machines
will lead to minimum operational cost.
+

Data is collected directly from connected machines (PLC’s) or via
data exchange. Wired as well as wireless connectivity for fast
implementation against lowest cost.

+

GLOBE supports production batch tracking as well as customer
and product tracking. In combination with ERP based (contract)
information, dashboards can provide progress and completeness
analysis.

+

Operator- and Team-efficiency is shown directly at the shop floor.
As a natural result, employees will compete and focus on improving
the team and personal performance.

Smart dashboards

Using smart dashboards, available for any portable device, providing analysis and information. Smart
dashboards will show overall information with drill down options to details.
+

GLOBE contains standard smart dashboards, a few examples:

		

•

Real time production per 		

		machine/department
		

•

		
		

Real time machine down time /
Total down time

•

Real time employee efficiency 		

		

(high level and detailed during 		

		

the day)

		

•

Overall Equipment Effectiveness

		(OEE)
		

•

		

Day and week efficiency per 		
department with drill down per

			

machine, product, employee

		

•

Historical employee efficiency

		

•

Efficiency trends last 5 weeks, per department, machine, article

		

•

Planned versus real hours spend, including overtime and premium time

		

•

Benchmarking dashboards

		

•

Utility dashboards

All standard dashboards can be customized to your demand. This can be done by your staff
members or with some assistance from our end.

Professional services and support
+

Implementation assistance can be provided from start
(first conceptual drawing) up to a turn key solution.

+

A proven and highly appreciated additional service is the
assisted monitoring and data analysis. Based on a Service
Level Agreement our skilled and experienced consultants
will help your operational management to find their
answer on the WHY question. A pro-active professional
service to improve your profitability.

+

Our professional support desk is available up to 24/7 for all your questions, including a Service Desk
Web portal. Our support desk professionals can on-line diagnose your system when requested.

+

We provide regular updates to keep your GLOBE system up-to-date with the newest features.
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Gotli Labs AG
Industriestrasse 51
6312 Steinhausen, CH
www.gotlilabs.com
Tel. +41 415 113 770

